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COLONIZATION 

 

1. Name significant events that have influenced the formation of states and 

tell how those events helped the creation of states.  

Consider the following: 

➢ Wars  

➢ Treaties  

➢ Uprisings  

➢ Natural resources such as rivers and waterways  

➢ Western Movement  

➢ Listen again to Reverend Finley’s story. How did religion play a part in 

the settlement of certain areas in Ohio?  

 

2. Create a linear timeline of some of those events which would have affected 

the development of Ohio.  

 

3. Create a multi-tiered timeline indicating Ohio’s path to statehood and 

events that were occurring throughout the country.  

 

Here are several timelines that may serve as a reference for the students.  

Prehistoric to 1770 Timeline:  https://8d254c5e-a7ec-4f09-9fb3-

938be3497f16.filesusr.com/ugd/e4588d_9a6a2097b9c047f5b7c2bac032bd238f.pdf 

 

1770-1850 Timeline: https://8d254c5e-a7ec-4f09-9fb3-

938be3497f16.filesusr.com/ugd/e4588d_7b250f9df3de4924821e6beadf271eff.pdf 

Delaware County Timelines: here 

 

https://8d254c5e-a7ec-4f09-9fb3-938be3497f16.filesusr.com/ugd/e4588d_9a6a2097b9c047f5b7c2bac032bd238f.pdf
https://8d254c5e-a7ec-4f09-9fb3-938be3497f16.filesusr.com/ugd/e4588d_9a6a2097b9c047f5b7c2bac032bd238f.pdf
https://8d254c5e-a7ec-4f09-9fb3-938be3497f16.filesusr.com/ugd/e4588d_7b250f9df3de4924821e6beadf271eff.pdf
https://8d254c5e-a7ec-4f09-9fb3-938be3497f16.filesusr.com/ugd/e4588d_7b250f9df3de4924821e6beadf271eff.pdf
https://www.delawareohiovirtualhistory.com/delaware-county-timelines
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CREATE a linear timeline of 4 events which played a part in 
the development of Ohio. 

 
Score 

4 
Points 

Timeline has 4 events with dates in chronological order 
that played a part in Ohio’s development  

 

3 
Points 

Timeline has 3/4 of the indicators  

2 
Points 

Timeline has 2/4 of the indicators   

1 
Point 

Timeline has 1/4 of the indicators  

0 
Points 

No requirements are met 
 

 

Notes: 

 

CREATE a multi-tiered timeline of 4 events indicating Ohio’s path to 
statehood and 4 events that were occurring throughout the 

country during that time period 

 
Score 

8 
Points 

Each field is titled and has 4 events / field  

6 
Points 

Each field is titled and has 3 events / field  

4 
Points 

Each field is titled and has 2 events / field  

2 
Points 

Each field is titled and has 1 event / field  

0 
Points 

No requirements are met 
 

 

**An odd number of points can be awarded as needed 

Notes: 
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4. How did agriculture change because of settling Ohio?  

          Consider the following:  

➢ How did the development of industries and businesses affect the 

development of cities, thus affecting agriculture?  

➢ How do regions change over time?  

➢ How are people affected by the environment and how do people 

affect the environment?  

➢ What are the negative effects resulting from agriculture?  

➢ What are the positive effects resulting from agriculture? 

 

EXPLAIN how agriculture changed as a result of settling 
Ohio. Address HOW industrialization, people and regions 

affected agriculture, and explain the negative and positive 
EFFECTS of agriculture. 

 
Score 

4 
Points 

Addresses Ohio’s change in agriculture due to 
industrialization, people, environment, and the effects 
of agriculture. 

 

3 
Points 

Addresses 3/4 indicators  

2 
Points 

Addresses 2/4 indicators  

1 
Point 

Addresses 1/4 indicators  

0 
Points 

No requirements are met 
 

 

 

Notes: 


